EUROPEA INTERNACIONAL BI-ANNUAL SEMINAR
& GENERAL ASSEMBLEY
Baden – Austria
27 April - 1 May 2014

Motto: “Alone, one goes faster, together we will go further”
Objectives:
•
•

To learn together sharing ideas, experiences and new projects.
To hold the General Assembly of EUROPEA International, which include elections
to the Executive Committee.

Sunday 27th of April
Participants arrival
Where?
Hotel Krainerhütte;
Am kleinen Wegerl im Helenental;
2500 Baden www.krainerhuette.at

Opening Dinner.

Monday 28th of April
Building Bridges
Objective: Getting to know Austria and its schools.
8:30 h.

Ms Elisabeth Hönigsberger, President of EUROPEA
Austria

Seminar opening.
Welcome notes.

Mr Josef Balber, Member of the Provincial Parlament
Lower Austria – representing governor Dr. Erwin Pröll

Challenges in Green VET in Austria.
9:30 h.

Getting to know each other - Icebreaker
Peer Review in Quality Management
Ms. Sophie Blainville-Wellburn &
Ms.Madie Joubert
EUROPEA Francia

“Peer review” is a methodology of external assessment of work and actions developed in a
certain field of activity. This evaluation is carried out by people involved in the same activity
sector to maintain and improve the quality of production. The concept is based on the idea of
that the more large and diverse is the group of people who take part on an assessment
process, easier is to find strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Moreover
impartiality is guaranteed and the possibilities of generating creative and innovative
proposals will be increased.
After the “peer review” presentation a group dynamics was carried out.

Participants were divided into three groups: clients, architects and builders. The clients
wanted to buy a house which was shown them. Then, they explained to the architects group
what kind of house they wanted. The architects, in accordance with the ideas they took about
clients' wishes, explained to builders what kind of house they had to build. Finally, builders
proceeded to build the house according to the interpretation they made from the architects’
explanations. In the photos above, it can be appreciated the differences between the initial
project and the final outcome.

10:30

Visit to agricultural schools – peer reviewintroduction and listening grid of school to visit.
Participants were divided into groups to visit the schools listed below according to their
preferences. They were previously orientated about peer review methodology and informed
that a feedback report of the visited schools was expected from each group.
11:00 – 18:00 h.
Grid of visited schools and some photos of it:
HLFS-Schönbrunn – Horticulture /City Farm
LFS-Güssing – Renewable Energy
LFS-Hollabrunn – Pet Animals
LFS-Obersiebenbrunn – Vegetable growing
LFS-Mistelbach – Direct Marketing
LFS-Krems – Wine
LFS-Sooß – Social Services
LFS-Tulln and IFA – Research in Plant Production
LFS-Tullnerbach – Equine Studies
LFS-Warth – Cattle breeding + Forestry

19:00 h.
Dinner at hotel.
21:00 h.
Campfire and Austrian wine tasting.

Tusday 29th of April
Market of good examples
Objetive: Sharing. Getting to know products, results, projects outcomes, etc.
8:30 h.
Program
Summary of activities carried out yesterday.
Feedback and plenary reflection about the group dynamics carried out yesterday.
Instructions for elaborating reports about "peer review" of visited schools.
Presentation: “The market of good examples”.
9:00 h.
Two parallel groups:
Meeting of National coordinators
Agenda:
- Update on membership.
- Admission of Serbia and Switzerland
- Statutes. Possibilities of changes.
- New projects.
- New website.
- Communication strategies.
- Improvement of Editorial Group work.
- Extra meeting executive members + ED
- Ideas for the future:
• Communication improvement.
• Common EUROPEA development plan.
• Common EUROPEA MoU.
• Common ECVET approach.

Workshops - peer review.
(Participants write report
and short presentation for
plenary sessions.

10:45 h

Market of Good Examples.
In many projects, may they be small or big, products, concepts or solutions to defined
problems are developed. Every country, every school uses tools in the learning process, tries
to find ways to make learning feasible.
This market was a chance to experience some of these examples, try out software, use your
sense in a holistic approach or discuss new approaches, possible future projects and
exchange experience with European colleagues.

DESCRIPTION OF MARKET STANDS
Title

Virtual Cow
Tools for
skills
Farm ideas
Lip-Dub

Network
EREIVET
Project
promotion
Learn
business as

Short description

As part of the Centenary Celebrations, Holstein UK launched a fully interactive 3D
version of the much loved model cow.
Interactive learning device integrating language and forestry skills, ECVET units,
forest workers glossary
Portugal present projects turned to a competition which main goal is the development
of business ideas related with agriculture. A jury proceeds the analysis of all the
projects and the winning project/idea will be present to de community.
Nowadays each school in Poland is looking for interesting and catchy ways of
attracting the attention of as many young people as possible who hopefully will
become members of this school community in the future. Therefore, this year our
school introduced a new element of promotion, which at present is becoming
increasingly popular in Poland. This is a lipdub – a short film presenting the school, its
profiles and its activities in a funny and entertaining way. It was realized in our school
premises and activated all students to take active part in it. We published it on our
school website and we present it during our visits to lower-secondary schools as well
as during local events.
Dissemination about the activities of the EREIVET network of stakeholders involved in
internships abroad
Are you looking for new ways of teaching sustainability or renewable energy? Get to
know the C-TEST e-course and the training day material!! Interested?? Visit Judith’s
stand!!
Students establish an enterprise or a cooperative at school during their studies and
sell products or services of their own qualification sector to real clients. They learn

Responsible

Country

Charlie
Askew
ClaesGöran
Claesson
Rita Alves

UK

Wieslawa
Gasiorowska
&
Ireneusz
Vesolowski

PL

Eibert van
Engelen
Judit Covic

NL

Pirkko
Kivinen

SE
PT

HU
FI

Young
Entrepreneur
/Cooperative
member
Accreditation
of
competences
Some
Spanish
Good
Practices
Ploughing
competition
Waterhole
pedagogy
Fictive firms
really work!
Art and Junk
Farmers
care…!
FBI Game
Film:
Everything
organic?
Learning with
your senses
Painting with
Earth &
Mineral
Pigments
The Green
Pedagogy
Tour

business management, accounting, marketing, etc., by doing.

To show the process that we will set up in our school of assessment and accreditation
of every workers’ competence units acquired both through work experience and non
formal or informal learning
During the development of COPCHAVET project, some Spanish experiences carried
out in the field of cooperation schools-business and in entrepreneurial competencies
were identified and selected like good examples of how to cope with the challenges
on agricultural VET
In the middle of Estonia, on the ancient fields (older than 4000 years) every year the
people from agriculture come together to celebrate the end of harvest, to popularise
traditional skills of ploughing
New students – often challenged by bad experiences with education or poor upbringing – call for new pedagogical methods. This workshop describes and discuss a
Danish case.
Presentation of five student firms run by the students of VOS and SZeS Benesov
The topic shows how important information and basic craft skills for the training
branch “eco-design” can be packed into a funny, exciting and creative project
Farmers in Austria and Bulgaria regularly monitor rare plants and animals such as
spreading bellflower, wasp spider or Eurasian hoopoe. Learn how they do it and try
yourself!
Forestry-Biodiversity Game, 600 questions about forestry in AT, FR, FI, BE
The film gives a quick summary on the historical Tools of organic farming using the
examples of different organic farmers and processors and highlights the differences to
conventional or industrial farming.
Confucius: “Tell Me and I will Forget; Show Me and I May Remember; Involve Me and
I will Understand”.
Learn how to prepare earth and mineral pigments. Join in to create our common
EUROPEA painting!
The Green Pedagogy (GP) Tour: Workshop sessions where student teachers will
show examples of Green Pedagogy. The environment around the seminar hotel
“Krainerhütte” will be explored in nice weather, because it is a splendid chance to be
so close to de Biosphere reserve “Wienerwald”. The task is to join in and take part to
find out more about the concept of GP founded by the University College for Agrarian
and Environmental Pedagogy. Vienna.

12:30 h.
Lunch
14:00 h.
In plenary: Presentation of results of group “Peer review” activities.
14:30 h.

Market of Good
Example
Continuation:

Pedro
Angosto

ES

Paco
Fernández

ES

Aino
Saavaste

EE

Henrik
Dethlefsen

DK

Jaroslava
Sramkova
Martina
Fichtenbau
Hohanna
Huber

CZ
AT
AT

C. Forstner
Bernhard
Nindl

AT
AT

Ricarda
Öllerer
Christian
Steiner &
Klemens
Rybaczek
Beate
Kralicek

AT
AT

AT

17:00 h.
EUROPEA International General Assembly.

The most important adopted decisions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Minutes of the General Assembly 2013 were approved.
The annual report from the Executive Committee was approved.
Serbia and Switzerland were admitted as EUROPEA members by unanimity. (Previously to
voting, it was decided that only the countries who had paid the fee were allowed to vote)
The work plan 2014-2015 was approved.
The accounts 2013 were approved and Treasurer and Executive Committee were
exonerated.
The revised budget 2014 was approved.
Presentation of the draft budget 2015.
Election of new Executive Committee. All the former members were reelected.
Presidency of Italy in autumn 2014. Pasquale Vinciguerra, EUROPEA – IT made a short
presentation of the next Bi-annual EUROPEA meeting which will take place in Locorotondo –
Italy from 15th to 18th October 2014.

19:00 h.
Dinner at the hotel
21:00 h.
Playing games and other sports competitions.

Wednesday 30th of April
A step towards tomorrow
9:00 h.
Speeches:
Address of welcome to the guests of honour by Dr. Friedrich Krenn, Head of the Department
for Agricultural Education of Lower Austria.
Welcome note: Training in the green sector – The future is multifunctional and sustainable by
Barbara Schwarz, Member of the Provincial Government of Lower Austria.

2017+. The concept of Lower Austria in the green sector by Dipl. – HLFL Karl Friewald, MA
Head of the supervision body within the agriculture school department and Ms. Elisabeth
Hönigsberger MA EUROPEA Austria, LAKO Tulln.

Vocational training in new EUROPEA countries:
• Serbia, Mr Slavisa Petrovic
•

Swizetland; Mr Moritz Schwery & Mr Raphaël Gaillard

•

Iceland, Ms Thorbjorg Valdis

10:45 h.
Potential of ECVET in green VET – Chances and Challenges for implementation by Mag.
Karin Luomi-Messerer ECVET - Expert.

Presentation of Peer review conclusions by EUROPEA participants.

Presentation of the EUROPEA Bi-annual meeting in Luxembourg. Autumn 2015, by Mr
Georges Krack and Mr Nicolas Negretti

11:30
Summarizing and Closing of the seminar by Ms. Elisabeht Hönisgsberger, EUROPEA
Austria.
12:00 h.
Lunch at the hotel

13:00 h.
Cultural Visit. Two groups.
Visit to Schloss Hof. Magnificent palace with fascinating baroque gardens in the Marchfeld
Visit to Schloss Orth,
19:00 h
Farewell Dinner at Scholoss Eckartsaus, in the Donau-Auen National Park.

Reception by the Governor of Lower Austria Dr. Erwing Pröll, represented by Dr. Martin
Steinhauser, District Governorship.

Changing of EUROPEA presidency from Austria to Italy. Act of handing over the EUROPEA
flag.

Thursday 1st of May
Departure of participants
23 de Mayo 2014
Paco Fernández

